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1: A Boxer's Behavior - Pets
Most dogs bark, howl, and whine to some degree. Excessive barking is considered a behavior problem. Before you can
correct barking, determine why your dog is vocalizing in the first place.

Overview The Beagle is one of the most popular pets in the world for good reasons. This breed is gentle,
sweet, outgoing, and curious. The Beagle is rather hyper as a puppy, and has a good amount of energy as an
adult. The Beagle usually gets along very well with everyone and are wonderful canine family members. The
Beagle has adapted very well on his journey from scent hound to the amazing family dog that he is today.
With any dog breed, the Beagle does have its own unique characteristics and temperament. They are watchful,
and will be protective of young children. Very active, they will be eager to play and run around with the
family. Very loyal, the Beagle will happily sit down and watch TV with the household or accompany an
owner when running errands. Correct socialization, introduction and planning should be implemented when:
This breed usually does well with other dogs and generally enjoys having canine company. However, for other
smaller pets, such as hamsters, gerbils, bunnies, chinchillas, cats and any other non-canine animal, care must
be taken. The hunter instinct in this breed may result in Beagle behavior of chasing after smaller pets. It is
most helpful to properly socialize this dog to other pets at a young age. It is when the dog is young that he or
she can be trained to react appropriately to other animals. Due to his deep breed characteristic of being a pack
dog; he can struggle to be by himself. One of the elements that helps the Beagle remain happy and to promote
good behavior is to have a daily, routine schedule. Each day, certain tasks should be done at certain times. Use
this time not only to allow your puppy to relive themselves but also to have some moderate exercise.
Exercising your puppy in the morning will help make the dog tired out a bit , so that the pup is not so hyper
during the day. This should include any of the grooming needs in which it is time to perform. This includes
bath time, brushings, tooth brushing, nail trimming, fur trimming 1: When you have a Beagle puppy, time
must be set aside each day for one-on-one training. This time may be used to teach certain behaviors, such as
socialization training with visitors, or command training, such as teaching your Beagle puppy to sit or stay.
For any type of training, a minimum of 30 minutes should be dedicated each day to showing your dog proper
behavior. Your puppy will take many naps throughout the day, this is normal Beagle behavior. You cannot
plan when he or she will want to nap; however an owner must allow the puppy to rest or nap whenever the pup
wants to. You can expect nap times through the day for puppies. This can be the reward for your Beagle doing
a great job during the previous training time. This should be an activity that your Beagle enjoys doing. With
your morning walk, exercise, training, feeding, interaction and grooming done, you can feel confident that it is
just fine to have some down time. This is a great opportunity to teach your puppy to be happy on its own. A
Beagle must learn that all is just fine when they are given toys to play with and you and other family members
are doing other things. Remember, a dog toy is not just a dog toy. Puppies need 2 types of toys: It is important
to choose mealtimes for your dog and to keep those times. This evening walk is important for 2 reasons. Your
Beagle may wish to sit with the family or to go on his own to play with his toys. Either is acceptable behavior.
Before your Beagle gets ready for sleep, be sure to allow him to go outside, whether you have a puppy or an
adult. Now that the day has been filled with activities, it is time to sleep. There are many elements needed to
help your Beagle sleep good through the night. The puppy or dog must have his own special area. This should
be a quality canine dog bed that properly supports the body to prevent back issues and to offer muscles
appropriate support for a growing body. If you decide to have your Beagle sleep in your bed, be very careful if
he or she is young. Your pup should be placed in the top corner of a bed that is cornered against 2 walls.
Beagle eating poop - Known by the medical term coprophagia, this is not uncommon behavior, but needs to be
immediately addressed. This is a deep, inbred instinct and therefore having a dog that runs away and chases
after scents is part of owning a Beagle. This is not to say that this cannot be controlled in a healthy way. For
details on this and some great tips to help with this issue, read: Beagle Running Behavior Tip: Many owners
worry about the behavior of their Beagle eating feces. The official term for this is Coprophagia. While it may
seem as if this is a behavioral canine issue, there are actually some medical issues that can cause a dog to do
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this. This behavior can also develop if a Beagle is not receiving enough nutrients due to too many fillers in his
food. Medical issues must be ruled out first, food should be reassessed and checked for quality and then
actions should be taken from a behavioral standpoint. Other Helpful Pages Include: My Beagle is Acting
Strange - What can prompt odd behavior and figuring out how to react. How to Stop a Beagle from Chewing
Everything - If your Beagle has a mission to chew apart everything in the house other than the toys you
provide , these 6 steps can stop your guy or gal in their tracks. Effective and immediate results. When a Beagle
Chews at the Paws - Typically, it is some sort of itchiness that causes a puppy or dog to do this, but may also
be triggered by stress or boredom. This can quickly cause all sorts of issues and should be addressed right
away. Learn the details of each possible cause and exact steps to take. Beagle Territorial Marking - What
causes a Beagle to start marking and the exact steps you should take to stop this sort of behavior. My Beagle
Pees All the Time - If your guy or gal suddenly starts peeing more often than normal, this article will guide
you to understanding why this happens and steps to take. How to Stop a Beagle from Jumping on People Some Beagles can get super excited, causing them to have a hard time sitting still. They may jump up on
visitors to your home or even on people when you have your dog outside.
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2: Dog Behavior Problems Can Be Fixed,Understanding Them Is The First Step
The Shih Tzu is a precious and amazingly special dog breed for a reason. This dog has a unique and surprising inbred
traits that allow the Shih Tzu to be one of the most loving and incredibly great pets to have.

Privacy Policy Dog Behavior Problems: Why, What and How to Solve Them! It may be difficult to really
grasp just how much of a problem this subject can be, but as per the results of a study done a few years ago in
the U. So this is a very big problem for many people. Where it all begins Before we jump into a list of
different groups of dog behavior problems which you can find below we need to mention a little about why
these problems happen in the first place. First of all, the mutualism that dogs and humans share has changed
significantly from what it originally evolved as, into what we share today. Dogs no longer have duties and jobs
anymore, instead they spend their days waiting in apartments, crates or fenced back yards for our return from a
busy day, just to be able to spend some time together and possibly a short walk outside. This is one of the
biggest fuels for dog behavior problems. What mistakes do we do? Even though it is hard to accept, the truth
is that whatever is going on with our dogs is a direct result of our influence. Mistake number one has been
mentioned above; the way our life is organized and the environment where we live may not be compatible to
having a dog. The second mistake is irresponsible breeding. When you are planning to get a dog, pay attention
to where you are getting it from. Avoid the possibilities of creating a potential headache by getting a dog from
parents that show inherited types of dog behaviors, which may in turn, lead to behavior problems for you and
your dog, down the road. The best advice for how to prevent this is with knowledge. By learning about dogs
before you drift into the adventure of getting one, you will help prevent possible disasters down the road.
Variable reinforcement schedule This is an important part of dealing with dog behavior problems. We use this
training technique in various different dog trainings and dog sports, etc. Unfortunately the same concept
applies to unwanted behaviors. By occasionally letting a dog perform unwanted behaviors regardless of us
being or not being aware of it we are actually rising the criteria and that particular behavior will now take
longer and will be more difficult to deal with and extinguish. Behavior extinction bursts Not many dog owners
are aware of this common occurrence. Once you start dealing with and addressing a dog behavior problem,
working to extinguish it, that particular behavior will first increase, before it subsides. In most cases, people
see this as a failure in the treatment and therapy and they try changing the approach which is the wrong thing
to do. Any behavior will increase up to a certain point and then it will start disappearing. If you stick to the
training plan, and go through the behavior extinction burst period you will see a lowering of the intensity and
eventually you will reach your goal. By quitting during the behavior extinction burst period, you will deliver
the message to your dog to keep trying even harder next time, as he will ultimately succeed. Behavior
extinction bursts and variable reinforcement schedules are one of your worst enemies when dealing with any
dog behavior problems. Arm yourself with knowledge Put it this way; either you will learn and study prior to
getting a dog or you will be forced to learn, after your dog expresses some type of dog behavior problem.
Knowledge about dogs is an inevitable process for a dog owner. Some of the most common mistakes that
result from a lack of knowledge are: How to deal with dog behavior problems This is a complex question to
answer. It lays in a combination of our knowledge, time, patience and also the type of dog behavior problem,
dog temperament, etc. Again a few common mistakes that most dog owners make: Many dog owners simply
decide to ignore the problem as if they will disappear magically on their own Assuming that the dog will grow
out of it: For some reason most people tend to take this road, and this ends up in a total disaster. What you
really need is to deal with the issue. Dealing with a dog behavior problem requires outstanding team work
from both your dog and you, and yes I would also recommend seeking professional help or input if you are not
quite sure about how to do it yourself, at least to start with, so that you can get started in the right direction. No
two cases are the same; therefore each case requires a unique approach to find the best solution for the
problem. There are different techniques that people use when dealing with dog behavior problems such as:
Flooding direct exposure for the dog to the trigger.
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3: Yorkie Temperament | Behavior | Personality
Undesirable behavior exhibited by dogs between puppyhood and adolescence, such as destructive chewing, jumping on
people, and play biting, is medically referred to as pediatric behavior problems. Though these behaviors may be
perceived as a "normal" trait of a puppy, it is often not acceptable behavior for a pet.

Email Thinkstock Terriers are bred to dig out burrowed animals, which can translate into unwanted digging in
your yard or garden. Like many terriers, she was energetic, determined, playful and independent. She was also
something of a terror, though. My early experience with terrier tenacity is largely why I became an animal
trainer. Scooter the Terrier Terror Scooter was not the devoted dog I had dreamed of; she was independent and
ran away every chance she got. She dashed through open doors or pulled out of her collar and took off
running. She was oblivious to my panic-stricken pleas and would run until she was cornered. Scooter
destroyed our yard. She was a digger who turned our lawn into a minefield of holes and mounds. She also took
it as her duty to patrol the perimeter of our fence with such fervor that she wore a path all the way around the
yard as well. Most problematic of all, though, was the barking. Scooter barked constantly, which caused
problems with the neighbors. One night my brother and I were home alone when we heard someone yelling
and pounding on our front door. I called the police, convinced we were in danger. My parents came home to
find police cars in our driveway and officers searching for the intruder. Scooter was, indeed, a Terrier Terror.
Understanding Terrier Personality Scooter was a pretty typical terrier. Fortunately, I learned how to manage
her and was able to train her to be obedient and well-behaved. But my experiences with her taught me some
important lessons about the terrier breed â€” and about how to work with them. Terriers are notoriously feisty
with other dogs; they were bred to hunt solo and thus had little need for sociability. A terrier who spends time
around other canines from an early age may learn to be friendly with them. But even with appropriate
socialization, some terriers are best suited to single dog homes and may not do well in certain situations, like
at the dog park. Terriers are commonly friendly, but are rarely the type who thrive on being held or coddled.
Because they were bred to work independently, terriers are less attached to people than other comparable
dogs. Certain breeds of terrier are more likely to be wary of strangers; for these dogs, extensive socialization
with a wide variety of people, including children, is necessary. Terriers were bred to chase down and kill small
animals, which can make them a hazard to other pets, particularly smaller rodents. If introduced early enough
to other animals, a terrier may learn to adjust and get along well with them. Some terriers will never be good
candidates for homes with small animals, though, because their predatory drive is too high. Terriers are bred to
dig out burrowed animals, which can translate into unwanted digging in your yard or garden. A simple
solution to this problem is to create a digging pit for your terrier. Terriers are also escape artists who run and
roam. A Busy Terrier Is a Happy Terrier Thinkstock Terriers need a variety of outlets to release their abundant
energy, including lots of exercise. Despite the small size of many terriers, the group tends to be incredibly
athletic. They can make ideal workout partners for activities like hiking, jogging and long walks. Many
terriers excel at doggy sports, including agility, Earthdog, lure racing, fly ball and scenting. Terriers respond
well to reward-based training, in particular clicker training, because they are problem solvers and highly
motivated by incentives, like play and treats. Impulse-control exercises like waiting at the door are especially
important for teaching terriers delayed gratification.
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4: Labrador Retriever Behavior Problems - Let's Talk About Lab Behaviors!
Once you start dealing with and addressing a dog behavior problem, working to extinguish it, that particular behavior will
first increase, before it subsides. In most cases, people see this as a failure in the treatment and therapy and they try
changing the approach which is the wrong thing to do.

If you want to build a better relationship with your dog, you can start by working to understand the meaning
and causes behind some of her most common dog behaviors. Here is a list of common dog behaviors and what
they mean. Panting Because dogs sweat through the pads on their feet, most of their body heat is expelled
through their mouth when they pant. Dogs also pant to cope with pain. Dog barking In nature, dogs bark to
raise an alarm at the first signs of possible danger or to herald a new arrival. Barking is an important means of
canine communication. Why do dogs lick? Dog chewing Just as a growing child, your dog will want to chew
on toys and other objects to relieve the pain of a new set of teeth coming in. If your dog is full grown, you may
also come home to find your couch cushions or favorite pair of shoes ripped to shreds, but it is not because
they enjoy the taste. Your dog could be exhibiting signs of separation anxiety or anxiety in general. See 5
steps to correct inappropriate dog chewing. It is especially strong in terrier breeds. Dogs in natural packs will
dig to hide food or to uncover food such as small rodents. A den dug in the cool earth can also provide shelter
from the heat. Jumping up Though it may seem like play behavior, or an enthusiastic greeting, jumping up is a
sign that your dog is attempting to assert her dominance over you. By encouraging jumping up with affection,
you are reinforcing the behavior. Dog biting A dog will bite a person as a way of communicating their current
state of mind. The dog could be reacting in aggression, fear or nervousness. See Dog bites Why bites happen
and how to prevent them. Try taking your dog on a nice, long walk before leaving her alone in the house.
Leaving her in resting mode can calm her anxiety. Are you giving Exercise, Discipline, then Affection? How
has your dog misbehaved lately, and how do you plan to solve the issue? Share your story in the comments.
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5: Dog Characteristics: Understanding the Terrier Personality
The Yorkshire Terrier is one of the most popular dogs, not only because of their very cute appearance, but also because
of their unique and charming personalities. While, in general, the Yorkie is a very happy and amusing companion, each
dog does have their very own unique personalities.

Strong and imposing figures, their appearance alone can act as a deterrent to people with ill intent.
Affectionate and loving with their families, Akitas can be a rewarding companion, but they have a strong will
and a complex personality that can make them a challenge to train. While they do not bark much and are a
clean housemate, they can be dominant and strong willed. Akita Inus are not ideal pets for the first-time dog
owner. Akita Activity Requirements Akitas do not require the same level of physical activity as other breeds
of comparable size. Several brisk walks a day will suffice, and they should be allowed to run a few times a
week. Because of their aggressive tendencies toward other dogs, dog parks are not the best place to exercise an
Akita. A fenced-in, private yard is the ideal space for him to run. They are large and require space, and can
feel confined in tight areas. Home owners should check their policies and consult with neighborhood
associations before adopting an Akita. Akita Trainability Akitas are a challenge to train, as they are
strong-willed and dominant. They are not for the timid or inconsistent leader. Strength and confidence are the
key to working with this breed, as they can sense a pushover from a mile away. They will make their trainer
prove themselves as the leader before accepting commands. Originally bred as protectors, Akitas are
instinctively wary of strangers. They must know the difference between a friendly visitor and an unwelcome
stranger, or they will generalize all strangers as bad. Akita Behavioral Traits Aggression toward other animals
is the biggest issue with an Akita. They do not give any signs of distress before they attack, so they may be
playing well one minute, but then seemingly turn on a dime if pushed too far. Akitas should be the only pet in
the house to prevent aggressive and potentially violent attacks. Food aggression is also common among
Akitas. Children should be taught never, ever to approach an Akita while eating or chewing a bone. Akitas do
not bark.
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6: Akita Temperament, Personality, Behavior
Many dogs will eat their own feces, but some will also do this with the stools of other dogs, or even with cats. Luckily,
there are some things that you can do to help your Pomeranian stop this particular, disturbing behavior.

Everyday people turn over their dogs to a shelter because they exhibit problem behaviors. When people are
tired of dealing with a problem behavior they usually take the easy way out and get rid of the dog instead of
getting rid of the behavior through work and training. This article we will cover the first steps to solving
problem behaviors regardless of what they are. Assessing the Problem When addressing any behavior problem
we must first consider what the dog is getting from the behavior. Jumping is a classic example of an attention
seeking behavior. You should remember that jumping is perfectly normal in the canine world. Most problem
behaviors like jumping are in fact normal for dogs and dogs do not see them as problems. Sticking with our
jumping problem the next thing you need to consider is the level of the problem. Is the jumping an aggressive
behavior? Like the dog putting their paws on the chest, growling, and staring into the persons eyes? This
happens most with dominant breeds who have been allowed too much freedom and consider themselves the
leader. Or is the jumping friendly in nature? Most of the problem jumping is friendly jumping. Four Important
Components to Solving Behavior Problems When dealing with any behavior problem we want to use four
components. Positive reinforcement of an acceptable behavior. Management and setting the dog up to succeed.
When you address any behavior problem you should keep these four components in mind. Following is an
example of a dog that jumps when guests come over. Jumping is an attention getting behavior and dogs love to
get attention. Any attention, even if it is negative attention is better than no attention at all to a dog. Positive
Reinforcement of an acceptable behavior In this scenario the sit-stay would be an acceptable behavior.
Another possible behavior would be the down-stay. You will want to start doing sit-stays by the door when no
guests are present. Repeat these training sessions by the door as often as you can. The more the better. Also, if
you get guests coming through the back door or garage etcâ€¦ repeat the sit-stay in these locations as well. You
want to reinforce this behavior with treats, praise or toys and you want to do it often. Management and setting
the dog up to succeed You want to have your dog on the leash when guests come over. For guests that just
show up, have the leash hanging by the door. You never want to let your dog succeed in jumping on a guests
at this point. If you can not control the dog, take the leash and lead them into another room out of the way.
Management is important because if you allow your dog to continue jumping he will be rewarded for the
wrong behavior. Setting the dog up to succeed can be accomplished by having a mock guest help you train
your dog in the beginning stages. Consequence I do not advocate physically correcting a dog for a behavior
problem. Unless that problem endangers the dog or the training program the dog is involved. With that said, in
this case, we want to ignore the dog and remove the reward attention for his behavior. With your dog on the
leash, ask them to sit-stay. Then let the guest in. You will have control of your dog because they are on the
leash. Once your dog understands he or she is only rewarded for sitting calmly and not for jumping you will
start to see less jumping and more sitting. The speed at which any technique works is based on the dog and
how consistently the person is with using the four key components. One dog may stop jumping after two
weeks while another dog may take three months to stop. Everyone in the home should be involved and
everyone should train the dog exactly the same using the same techniques. If one person trains the dog to
down and the other trains them to sit, your dog will become confused and their success will be limited. In
Summary Using the four key components will help you get a handle on any behavior problem. Dogs are
creatures of habit and Pit Bulls are no exception to this rule. Remember to be consistent and only reward the
acceptable behavior. You will only confuse the dog if you take this route to behaviors. Take your time, learn
as much as you can about the problem itself and if needed hire a professional to help you stop the undesired
behavior. If you have any questions about this article please feel free to email me. Have a great day.
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7: Shih Tzu Behavior | Detailed Explantion of All Tzu Behaviors
there were limited places to walk their dogs were less likely to take their dogs for a walk (Cutt et al., ).The research by S.
G. Brown and R. E. Rhodes () showed that the motive behind dog owners walking more was a sense of obligation or
responsibility to the dog.

Nothing gets dog owners more frustrated than their dog soiling the house. Soiling the house can occur for a
number of reasons, but if a dog suddenly begins to do this or is urinating many times in small quantities, I
always suggest taking an early morning sample and getting it to the vet for analysis. Kidney problems, urinary
tract infections and other diseases can create excessive and irregular urination. In addition, female puppies can
have an inverted vulva, which is difficult to clean and gets an infection that creates irritation making them
want to urinate more often. But, there are ways to easily and conveniently identify these abnormalities. Some
of the symptoms of hypothyroid disease are fearfulness, aggression , loss of fur, and altered brain function.
Treatment will often include a combination of both a special diet and medication. Cancer and dog behavior
Diabetes, testicular and ovarian cancers can certainly affect behavior. A client of ours was experiencing
aggression problems with her female cocker. Comprehensive tests and examinations ultimately showed her to
have a tumor on one of her ovaries. The dog eventually overcame her behavioral issues once she was spayed
and underwent some additional training. Parasites and dog behavior Parasites can create internal disorders and
these are often the prime cause of behavior changes. Therefore regular deworming for parasites is essential,
especially heartworm. Tapeworm is more easily identified. It shows mainly first thing in the morning where it
can be seen quite clearly as what looks like moving white rice grains in the feces. Deworm your dog regularly!
Food allergies Some breeds can experience chronic bowel syndrome, pancreatitis and have food allergies. In
fact, we often see dog allergies that create skin problems and internal disorders. Skin disease The discomfort
from skin disease can initiate unpleasant behaviors. One dog we worked with had severe skin allergies and, as
a result, became very touch sensitive and aggressive. Heart disease Heart problems, bacterial and viral
diseases, and stress can also play a part in affecting a dogs behavior. Pain and discomfort is probably the most
common reason for unwanted behavior. What to tell your vet When visiting the vet let her know about any
behavior problems you have noticed on your pet, so she will know to look for specific causes. To identify
certain diseases tests may be necessary. In the case of irregular urination, for instance, urine sample analysis,
X-rays, and even MRIs may be needed depending on the case. Always remember that your vet cannot know
how to help unless you tell her the problems you are encountering. Help your dog achieve balance through
nutrition and training Exercise, discipline, and affection, in that order. Exercise feeds the body, discipline
feeds the mind, and affection feeds the heart. Just like us, our dogs need a healthy, well-balanced diet
combined with regular exercise in order to thrive. Work with your trainer and veterinarian to come up with a
routine that works for you and your dog. More in Diagnosing a dog.
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8: A dogâ€™s behavior and healthâ€”are they connected? | Cesar's Way
8 Common Cat Problems and Their Solutions Litter box issues. This is "numero uno by far" of problems people report
with their cats, says Linda P. Case, MS, author of The Cat: Its Behavior, Nutrition, and Health.

This dog has a unique and surprising inbred traits that allow the Shih Tzu to be one of the most loving and
incredibly great pets to have. Discussed will be personality, behavior in regard to various age groups,
interaction between the Shih Tzu with other dogs, the blending of a family that includes cats and children and
how to manage the slight stubborn streak that may appear once in a while! This is one Shih Tzu whose
personality shines! Unique Behavior of the Shih Tzu Undoubtedly, the most amazing trait of this dog is its
behavior. One can immediately see their wonderful personality before even interacting with the Shih Tzu. This
breed is extremely friendly and definitely not shy! Seeming to have a naturally happy soul, this dog is a
wonderful, loving companion. Always close and loyal to its owners, this Shih Tzu also bonds quickly with any
person whom its family accepts. Therefore, this dog will be un-aggressive and friendly to neighbors, friends,
extended family and even strangers once the Shih Tzu reads the reactions of its owners and instinctively
knows if a person is "friend or foe". Energy Level One of the best behavior traits of the Shih Tzu is that this
dog will contently jump up to play around with its owners or others or will cheerfully run through a field as if
it is the best place it has ever seen! Alternatively, the Shih Tzu will also be perfectly content to lay on its dog
bed, looking on as its human family watches a movie. As an owner, if you are busy with household tasks, the
Shih Tzu will silently watch you, just happy to be in a warm and safe home. Vital to the happiness and health
of the Shih Tzu is a daily opportunity to exercise. This dog is a perfect companion for everyone from homes
with children, to elderly owners living alone. The ability to feel comfortable around people of all ages is one
of the reasons why Shih Tzu are great therapy dogs. Remaining close to its owner, not demanding or high
strung, the Shih Tzu will happily keep their human company from morning to night. They have a small size,
yet are rather sturdy for a toy breed. This dog also is a wonderful family pet. Absolutely happy to get attention
and be loved by 1 person or 10, the Shih Tzu is a perfect family member. Most of the time, they are perfectly
content to sit quietly and wait as long as needed to finally get that hug and pat that they long for so badly. It is
important to make sure that all family members realize just how little the Tzu is, and that all must be careful
when playing with the dog and to watch where they step! Normal and expected behavior blends well for
interaction with children. Not a snappy or aggressive dog, he or she will be thrilled to play with toddlers and
children. This dog will usually follow their lead. Although this breed has a regal appearance, it will merrily
romp around with children of all ages. When needing a break, the Tzu will simply retreat to their resting area
as long as it is easily accessible. Just two elements to keep in mind is that youngsters should be taught proper
handling techniques which includes approaching from the site, two-handed pick-up and holding the dog close
to the body. Older children should be included in all care including feeding, as this teaches the Shih Tzu to
respect all humans, despite their size and age. This can be toward strangers, noises or just about anything and
everything. This is commonly seen when caring for a rescued, adopted Shih Tzu. While this can be troubling
canine behavior, there are many reasons why a dog may behave this way and many methods that you can
implement to try and help you dog. Having a other dogs is not usually an issue, as this dog will be friends with
just about any other pet. Although it should be said that since the Shih Tzu so badly craves love and attention
from its human family members, it is sometimes suggested to limit other pets if your time at home is limited.
As with any other dog breed, there is a chance that your Shih Tzu will have some difficulty adjusting to a new
dog entering into the household. For more information on this subject: The idea that the Shih Tzu has a
stubborn streak should not be taken out of context nor over exaggerated. Because this dog is so lively,
animated and playful, the Shih Tzu may sometimes be happily oblivious to the serious need of training and
housebreaking. Therefore, an owner may need to offer a bit more time than with other breeds to instill the
necessary training methods. Not only can this breed be trained; they can excel with advanced commands such
as those given at dog show agility events. See why this happens and the exact 6 steps you should take to stop
this dangerous behavior. Shih Tzu Rolls Around in Feces - This is a disturbing and puzzling behavior; see the
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top reasons why a dog does this and the 5 steps to stopping it. Shih Tzu is Stubborn - This breed can cross the
line from being independent to being a bit stubborn. Shih Tzu Humping - This behavior can be seen with
young pups and older adults, males and females, and though it is more common with un-fixed dogs it can be
seen with spayed and neutered dogs. Read why dogs does this and exactly how to address this. Shih Tzu
Coprophagia - This refers to when a dog eats feces; see the 4 reasons why a dog does this and the 5 steps you
can take to put a stop to it. See what is normal and what is a red flag of a possible health issue. Also, dogs can
lick compulsively lick themselves, which often leads to raw, irritated areas. We are a participant in the
Amazon Services LLC Associates Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for
us to earn fees by linking to Amazon. Contact Us All text and images are protected by copyright laws.
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9: Common Dog Behavior Issues | ASPCA
Aggression is the most common and most serious behavior problem in dogs. Different forms of aggression require
different treatments.

Pomeranian Behavior Overview It is important to know and understand the typical behavior of a Pomeranian.
You will want to know if this breed will blend well into your family, and also that what you envision as being
a Pomeranian owner is indeed what life will be like with this little fluff ball. If you are having training issues
with your Pom or will be getting a puppy and want to know what training will be like, we have information on
this as well. Expected Behavior Each Pom is different because each has his or her own particular personality.
This type of dog certainly can not be categorized by one or two words that carries over across the entire breed.
That said, there are some traits that are commonly seen with the breed. For example, if a person is very loud
and full of energy, in time a Pom will usually mimic that energy and be active and vocal. If a person tends to
be quiet and shy, they will usually find that their Pomeranian adapts to a more quiet and relaxed state. Caring
for a rescue Pomeranian will entail a bit more focused attention. A Pomeranian, through training, can become
a match to his or her owners. Proper house training, and controlling unnecessary barking and biting will
ensure good behavior and a wonderful bond. It is very rare for this breed to have any serious aggression
problems; though this is a behavior that can come on suddenly if the dog is in pain. Those who live alone will
find this breed to be a great companion This breed tends to bond very close with owners; although in some
cases if it seems that a Pomeranian does not have a close bond with an owner, some extra attention and doing
more activities together may be needed to make the relationship stronger. Being very adaptable, most will also
enjoy the company of other dogs Although a Pom is a rather small dog, generally under 10 lbs. This breed was
originally a much larger sled dog and therefore the instinct to protect and guard its owner is still inbred in the
Pomeranian. Even if your Pom is a quiet dog, do expect its behavior to turn up a notch if a stranger comes to
the door. A Pomeranian may bark if he senses a stranger or feels there may be impending danger to its owner.
And Poms show great loyalty to their family members. Pomeranians love to please. They will be your best
friend, your shadow, and a whole lot of personality in a little ball of fluff. A Pom will generally adapt quite
well to just about any situation. The type of environment or home that is perfect for a Pomeranian is which
ever home its owner is in. This dog will be happy as a clam in a sprawling farmhouse and just as content in a
small apartment. However, a Pom must be an inside dog. Going for walks and playing around in warm
temperatures will always be fun for him, but he must never be considered an outside dog, and should always
be supervised with outside, even if it is in an enclosed yard. This is a generalization that is simply not true.
Each dog is an individual; personality and behavior will depend on: The natural instinct to be a companion
dog this is in the bloodline The socialization that the breeder instills during the newborn weeks, i. The
environment that the owner provides If a Pomeranian is slowly introduced to elements in the world other dogs,
the noise of cars driving by, doorbells ringing, the TV, etc then he or she should behave just fine when hearing
them. If there is chaos all around, any dog would be apt to behave with excess excitement and even
nervousness. The behavior of a Pomeranian can be very calm and friendly, this is done with proper training.
Socialization It is first the breeder who shapes the personality of the young Pomeranian puppy and then the
owner takes over that roll. Generally, the 1st year will generally establish the personality of the dog and how
he reacts to people and situations. Though, even at an adult age, a Pom can be socialized to certain elements.
The first 2- 3 months are crucial for a pup to learn about the world, become used to normal household noises,
begin to potty train, learn about human touch and so forth. A Pom that is not properly socialized may have
behavioral issues; this can include inappropriate barking, signs of anxiety with visitors to your home and
more. Read about bringing your puppy home and Pomeranian socialization. With healthy Poms, there are
times of being very active and then times of naps to recover from that. Are you wondering if your Pom sleeps
too much or how much sleep to expect if you will be bringing a Pom into your home? Read about about
Pomeranian Sleeping Habits. And older Poms of just about any age may develop a chewing habit due to
various reasons. While many owners struggle with this sort of thing, if you prepare for this and arm yourself
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with a few important tools, you can easily keep things under control. Read more about Pomeranian teething
and chewing Eating Poop Known as coprophagia, this is a common behavior issue, and it is not just
unpleasant to see, it can also make a dog ill. Many dogs will eat their own feces, but some will also do this
with the stools of other dogs, or even with cats. Luckily, there are some things that you can do to help your
Pomeranian stop this particular, disturbing behavior. Read more about Poms eating feces. Separation Anxiety
This refers to the struggles that a puppy or dog can have when home alone and faced with feeling isolated and
lonely. This is not uncommon with dogs, and especially with breeds like the Pomeranian that were developed
to be lap dog companions. Fortunately, there are some steps you can take and methods you can use, that can
combine to really help a Pom. Read more about Pom Separation Anxiety. Eating Grass Though eating greens
is great for a dog, this certainly does not apply to the grass that is growing in your yard or other outdoor
spaces. When a dog has the habit of ingesting grass, this can lead to upset stomach, vomiting, possible
contraction of worms, and even poisoning due to lawn care chemicals. In addition, it contains fantastic
chapters regarding grooming, health, and all aspects of care. It is available as both a hard copy 8. Though this
breed can be overly stimulated by visitors to the door, and just the site of other dogs, some also seem to bark
for no reason. There are things that you can do to cut down on barking behavior, though no dog will be
completely silent. Read more about Pomeranian barking. You may also be interested in: Pomeranian is a Picky
Eater and Other Eating Issues - A round-up of the most common issues seen revolving around food, with
detailed answers to resolve them. Pomeranian Fearful of Loud Sounds - Exactly how to help with fear of
thunder storms, fireworks, and the vacuum cleaner. Best Supplies for a Pomeranian - The essentials needed to
take optimal care of a Pom.
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